Ocean Shipments Report

Proprietary Ocean Data
With SONAR’s Ocean Shipments Report (OSR) app,
subscribers have data not available anywhere else.
The OSR enables subscribers to view ocean container
volumes 7 days in the future on both containerized U.S.
imports and exports.
The OSR is one of the best leading indicators ever
brought to market. International container volume that
lands at a port turns into freight and cargo stored in
U.S. warehouses and is then shipped across the country
via truck and/or intermodal rail. Using the OSR you can
capitalize on this information to find capacity and reduce
freight costs, increase your profits and service your
customers better.

Pivot to Proactive
The OSR transforms the way you will make decisions
about capacity planning near major ports. Until now,
available ocean shipments information was lagging data,
generally unhelpful for planning. Now you can proactively
plan, using the OSR app to see which ports will receive
high volumes – indicating less capacity and higher
trucking/intermodal rates or lower volumes, leading to
more capacity and lower freight rates.
Be the first to know what is coming into port and how
to profit from it. With the OSR app, SONAR subscribers
can now see how much freight will arrive in or leave from
specific ports before anyone else.
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Top 100 Cosignees By Volume

With the 100 Consignees dashboard, it is easy to see why the SONAR Ocean Shipments Report is the best indicator
available to gauge how much ocean container volume is being booked for U.S. imports. See which companies are the
100 largest consignees by shipment volume – as well as where the imports are coming from and where in the United
States those shipments are heading.
SONAR’s Ocean Shipments Report allows companies in all modes to “read the future” and know where freight will be
coming into the U.S., when and in what volume to pivot to proactive.

REQUEST A DEMO
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